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Risk is Managed Over Time
Analyze your program’s progression:
1.

How has training improved?

2.

How has the tree populaBon changed?

3.

Number of tree-related events.

4.

The number of claims and/or payments.
Tangible and QuanBﬁable

Risk is Managed Over Time

Long – Term ObjecBves

Tangible and QuanBﬁable

Damage Claims Analysis
The town beneﬁts from reviewing tree-related incidences and
damage claims by providing a range of important informaBon:
1.

The historical record provides insights into the level of risk and liability
exposure.

2.

It provides guidance on potenBal areas of improvement.

3.

Provides direcBon on potenBally modifying the town’s response to
individual incidences.

4.

The act of reviewing police reports and damage claims demonstrate that
the town is proacBvely addressing the issue.

Damage Claims Analysis
The town bene*its from reviewing treerelated incidences and damage claims
by providing a range of important
information:
Tree-Related Claim History - Chicago
1. The historical record provides insights into the
level of risk and liability exposure.
2. It provides guidance on potential areas of
improvement.
3. Provides direction on potentially modifying the
town’s response to individual incidences.
4. The act of reviewing police reports and damage
claims demonstrate that the town is proactively
addressing the issue.

Year

Number of
Events

Total Paid
Claims

2010

8

$ 10,359

2011

25

$1,678,000

2012

15

$ 34,015

2013

27

$ 80,493

2014

-

2015

26

$ 70,101
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Damage Claims Analysis

Was the tree in quesBon a Municipal-owned and maintained tree?
Does the Village provide rouBne inspecBons/trimmings to Village owned trees?
If so, who performed the inspecBon, Village personnel or an outside vendor?
When the tree was last inspected?
If a vendor, what is their name, contact info, cerBﬁcate of insurance and contract?
Have there been any prior problems with the subject tree?
What was found to have caused the limb to fall?
Is the tree dead or alive?
Did the limb fall during a storm event?

Damage Claims Analysis
Elements of the historical record that help guide tree-risk management
policy include:
1. How many annual events have occurred?
2. What, if any, were the tree-related circumstances that contributed to the
events occurring?
3. What, if any, were the site-related circumstances that contributed to the
events occurring? (Examples include construcBon, weather, etc.)
4. What were the outcomes of the events? (For example: property damage,
services disrupted, injury, fatality, etc.)
5. Were claims ﬁled?
6. What were monetary outcomes for these claims?

Case Study : Lincolnwood, Illinois
2007 Program
•
•
•
•
•

9,000 park and street trees
Three Arborists on staﬀ
Service request based
Eight property damage claims a year
$7,000 in paid claims

Case Study: Lincolnwood, Illinois
2014 Program
9,000 park and street trees
Five ISA-CerBﬁed Arborists on staﬀ
Five-year pruning cycle
Two to three property damage
claims a year
• $0 in paid claims
•
•
•
•

Case Study : Lincolnwood, Illinois

Ongoing program review
• EﬀecBveness of opBons selected
• Review of recent failure history and consequences
• Reﬁnement of program

Summary
I.

The role of the Municipal Tree Manager is to promote a healthy,
expanding and safe urban canopy.
II.
Risk is about managing uncertainty over Bme.
III.
Many observaBons in liBgaBon are logical falsiBes that present tree
issues in a linear fashion and minimizes risk concepts.
IV.
As low as Reasonably PracBcal implies that zero risk is not possible
and the expenditure of further resources may not reduce risk.
V.
Must analyze your risk exposure in order to manage it.
VI.
Goals and objecBves are devised to address the risk issues idenBﬁed.
VII. Evaluate change over Bme to provide tangible defense of your
program
VIII. Work to make improvements.
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